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Abstract 

 
Many of the public key cryptosystems deal with two-party 
communication keeping confidentiality and authentication 
as primary goals. However there are many applications 
like banking that require multi-party communication. 
Though systems like RSA provided multi-party 
communication using shared key approach, overheads of 
RSA seem to be more because it has to choose n pairs of 
numbers such that the summation of these numbers is a 
large prime number. This needs to be done without 
revealing the shares of the numbers [1, 2]. The public key 
cryptosystem NTRU, based on polynomials, can be used 
for multi-party communication. This cryptosystem does 
not require these overheads. This paper proposes an 
algorithm for shared key authentication based on NTRU 
for multi-party communication, by giving algorithms for 
encryption, decryption and key generation.  
 

1.0 Introduction  

Data security and secure communication have become 
necessary at the advent of recent developments in 
Information Technology. Many cryptographic algorithms 
proposed in literature [3] provide safe and secure transit of 
documents over the widely used Internet. The basic goal 
of any cryptosystem is to allow two or more people to 
communicate in such a way that the content of their 
message will remain confidential and authenticated, even 
if there is a possibility of the messages being hacked. 
 
The Public Key Crypto System (PKCS) provides a 
methodology for transmitting documents and allows two 
or more people to communicate while maintaining 
confidentiality and assuring authentication. The RSA 
cryptosystem [4] depends on the difficulty of factoring 
large numbers. The strength of the RSA cryptosystem 
relies heavily on the large prime numbers and the 
difficulty  

 
 
 
 
of factoring their product. Another public key 
cryptosystem called NTRU [5] stems out from the 
truncated polynomials and modulo operations on these 
polynomials. This NTRU cryptosystem reduces the 
amount of overheads unlike RSA. 
 
All these cryptographic algorithms including NTRU base 
their algorithms upon a two-party communication. 
However, many applications require more than two parties 
to communicate among themselves simultaneously. This 
multi-party communication necessitated the need for the 
present day demand of applications that need a security 
enforcement technique requiring a multi-party 
communication.  
 
The current area of research including this paper is 
focusing on the needy situation of multi-party 
communication, which has many applications like 
financial transactions. These applications require more 
than a single recipient to receive the message. In such 
cases, the private key needs to be shared among different 
receivers of the message in such a way that until both the 
receivers insert their keys, the message cannot be 
decrypted. These concepts of shared key generation and 
the algorithms for implementation are addressed in this 
paper. This paper uses the concepts of NTRU public key 
cryptosystem for their implementation of shared key 
approach.   

2.0 Mathematical Preliminaries 

2.1 Modular Arithmetic 

If m is a positive integer, and a, b are two integers then, a 
is said to be congruent to b modulo m, if a – b is divisible 
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by m denoted by a ≡ b modulo m or simply a ≡ b (mod m). 
The properties of modular arithmetic are 

(i) If a ≡ b (mod m) and c ≡ d (mod m) then ax + cy = 
bx + dy (mod m) for all integers x and y. 
(ii) If a ≡ b (mod m) then an  ≡ b n (mod m) for any 
positive integer n 
(iii) If a ≡ b (mod m), then F (a) ≡ F (b) (mod m), for 
any polynomial F (x) with integer coefficients. 
 

2.2 Truncated Polynomials 

 
NTRU public key cryptosystems lay their foundations on 
polynomials R (x) of degree n-1 having integer 
coefficients of polynomials in R (x)  
Addition is done in the usual way, while multiplication is 
done using truncated polynomials 
 If f (x) = a0 + a1 x + a2 x2 + . . .       + an-1xn-1 and  
    g (x) = b0 + b1 x + b2 x2 +. . .       + bn-1xn-1   
   h(x) = f(x) * g(x) = c0 + c1x + c2 x2 + c3x3 + . . . + cn-1 xn-1 

Where ci = a0 bi + a1 bn-i +. …+ai bo+ ai+1bn-1 + …+ an-1 b i+1 
 

2.3 Modulo Operations on Truncated 
Polynomials  

 
We say that f (x) is congruent to k modulo p, if p divides 
every coefficient of f (x) except the constant term f (0) and 
p divides f (0) –k. This is denoted by f (x) ≡ k (mod p). 
 

2.4 Inverse in Truncated Polynomials 

 
The inverse mod p of a polynomial f (x) is another 
polynomial F (x), if it satisfies the property f * F = 1 (mod 
p). It is observed, that not every polynomial has an inverse 
modulo p but is easy to determine if f has an inverse and 
compute the inverse if it exists. 
 

3.0 Outline of the NTRU Algorithm 

 

This section gives an idea of the working of the NTRU 
algorithm given by Silverman and Hoffstien [5]. 

The NTRU PKCS uses a ring that consists of truncated 
polynomials of degree n-1 denoted by Z[x] / xn-1.   

Select a large modulus q and a small modulus p, so that 
gcd (p,q) =1 . The coefficients of the truncated polynomial 
in Z [x] / (xn-1) will be reduced (mod q). In the final step 
of decryption, the coefficients of polynomial are reduced 
modulo p.  

First select two small polynomials f and g (A small 
polynomial is one in which all the coefficients are either 0, 
-1, or 1). Select df < n-1/2 and make df coefficients of f to 
1 and df  -1 coefficients of f to –1 and the rest to 0. 
Similarly select dg such that dg < n-1/2 and make dg 
coefficients of g to 1 and dg coefficients of g to –1 and the 
rest to 0. f and g must be private. 

3.1 Key Creation 

1. Compute inverse of f mod q = fq ,and inverse of f 
mod  p = fp with the property that f. fp = 1 mod p 
and f. fq =1 mod q. 

2. Compute the public key h= p*.fq * g mod q 
Public key polynomial = h 

Private key polynomial = {f, fp } 

3.2 Encryption 

1. Select a message m and put it in the form of a 
polynomial m with the coefficient between –p/2 
and p/2. 

2. Pick a random small polynomial r with 
coefficient +1, -1, or 0 such that r(1) = 0 

3. Encrypt the message m as e= r*h + m (mod q) 

3.3 Decryption 

1. Upon receiving the ciphered text e, compute a = 
f*e (mod q) 

2. Express the coefficients of a in the range  -q/2 to 
q/2 

3. Compute b = a *fp mod p 
4. Original message m= b 
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4.0 The Proposed Efficient Method of Shared 
Key Generation Using NTRU 

This paper proposes a shared key generation basing on 
NTRU, such that everybody knows the public key h, and 
the private key {f, fp} is shared between the partners. This 
paper assumes there is a trusted third party, and given 
shares of the polynomials it will compute the inverse and 
distribute shares of the inverse to the participants. One 
more requirement is that previous to the communication, 
the shared recipients A and B have already generated 
public key, private key pair and a modulus M each, based 
on any commonly agreed upon PKCS. Let these values  be 
pub1, pr1, and m1 for participant A and pub2, pr2 and m2 of 
participant B. Let X be a party wishing to send a document 
to A and B. Further A and B also need to agree upon a 
common degree N and the values of p and q. 

4.1 Key Creation 

This section deals with  the algorithm for key creation for 
shared key  using polynomials.                      

      (See figure 1) 

1. Let A generate two polynomials f1 and g1 such 
that  

f1(x) = a0 + a1 x+ a2 x2 + a3x3 + . . . + an-1 xn-1  

g1(x) = c0 + c1x + c2 x2 + c3x3 + . . . + cn-1 xn-1 

2. Similarly let B generate two polynomials f2 and 
g2 such that  

f2(x) =  b0 + b1x + b2 x2 + b3x3 + . . . + bn-1 xn-1 

g2(x) = d0 + d1 x+ d2 x2 + d3x3 + . . . + dn-1 xn-1 

3. Let both A and B send their f1, f2 to the Trusted 
Third Party (TTP) by encrypting them with the 
public key of the TTP. 

4. The TTP will calculate f= f1* f2 and find the 
inverse of f if it exists else the same is informed 
to A and B, in which case they have to choose 
fresh values of f1 and f2. The process is repeated 
until an inverse of f exists. Let the inverse of f be 
fp.  

5. The TTP will factorize fp into two parts fp1 and fp2. 
The TTP will also calculate fq and then send the 
shares of fp ( fp1 and fp2) and fq to A and B  by 
encrypting them with the public keys of the  A 
and B  respectively.  

6. The polynomial g in NTRU algorithm needs to be 
constructed by using g1 and g2. A has to 
formulate the small polynomial g1 and B needs to 
formulate g2.  For exchanging the values of g1 

and g2, A will encrypt the coefficients and degree 
of g1 with the public key of B, and B will encrypt 
the coefficients g2 and degree of g2 with the 
public key of A. Then A and B will need to 
decrypt the messages received and compute g = 
g1 * g2. 

7. Let each party now calculate the public key h = p 
* fq *g mod q. 

8. The private key of A is (fp1, f1) and that of B is 
(fp2, f2) 

 

4.2 ENCRYPTION 

This section deals with the encryption process involved. 
The process of encryption is explained in figure 2 .When 
X  wants to send a document to be viewed by both  A and 
B , X will initially have to express the message m as a 
polynomial and choose a random polynomial  r where r is 
small similar to f and g. Then X needs to encrypt the 
message m using the formulae 
                              e = r * h + m 

4.3 DECRYPTION 

The method used to decrypt a given ciphered document by 
the method of sharing the private key is dealt in this 
section. Figure 3 gives a diagrammatic explanation of the 
process. 
 The ciphered text e is sent to both A and B.  
1. Let each participant (i.e A and B) choose random 

small polynomials   r1 and r2. 
1. Let A calculate za1 = f1*(e + r1), let B calculate zb1 = 

f2* (e + r2) 
2. The values of za1 and zb1 are to be exchanged using 

the previously agreed upon public keys pub1 and pub2.  
After decryption za1 will be known by B and zb1 by A 

3. Now A will calculate za2 = f1 * zb1 mod q and B will 
calculate zb2 = f2 * za1 mod q.  A will then need to 
adjust the coefficients of za2 in the range of [q/2, –
q/2]. B will also need to repeat the same with zb2. A 
will then calculate za3 =za2 mod p and B will calculate 
zb3 = za2 mod p. 

4. A will calculate za4 = za3 * fp1 and B will calculate zb4 
= zb3* fp2. Then these values of za4 and zb4 will need 
to be exchanged between A and B 

5. A will retrieve the message m by computing m = fp1 
*zb4 –r1 and B will retrieve the message m by 
computing fp2 *za4 – r2.                                                                          
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A                                              B                                        

  Generates f1                                                Generates  f2    

                          f1                                     f2         

                                                     
                                                TTP 

                                     Calculates f= f1 * f2                  
                                    Finds fp1 and fp2 and fq     
                                                

                           fp1,fq                                fp2,fq 

 

     generates g1                    generates g2

  g1       g2   

 

Calculates g = g1 * g2                       Calculates g = g1 * g2 
Calculates public key h                    Calculates public key 
h 
Private key = fp1,f1                 Private key =fp1,f2     

Fig. 1 Key Creation: All communication between parties to take place in 
encrypted form   

X 

Message m   encrypts using r * h + m = e 

                                                 
                                    e                    e 

                          A                                        B              

                                    

Fig 2. Encryption 

                A                                                       B              

Posses : f1,fp1,pub2     Posses : f2,fp2,pub1 

                                            
Calculates za1 = f1( e + r1)            Calculates zb1 = f2( e + r2) 

                                     

                

za2 = f1 * zb1                                            zb2 = f2 * za1 
za3 = za2 mod p                      zb3 = zb2 mod p 
za4 = za3 * fp1                      zb4 = zb3 * fp2 
                                za4                      zb4 

          
 

message = fp1* zb4 –r1                        message = fp2* za4 –r2       

Fig 3. Decryption: All communication between parties to take place in 
encrypted form   

5.0 Analysis of The Shared Key Using NTRU 
Algorithm 

The strength of the NTRU algorithm lies in keeping f and 
g secret [5]. Though f is to be maintained secret it is fp that 
is commonly used hence this paper has concentrated in 
keeping both f , fp confidential by dividing f into  shares 
and each party involved in the communication have to 
keep their shares of fi secret . The f value is calculated by 
the TTP after receiving the shares of fi from each 
participant as Π fi for i=1,2,... n. The TTP after calculating 
f and then its fp w.r.t p, will factorize it into n parts and 
distribute it to all the n parties.  fp=Π fpi  it will  not be 
possible for any individual party to decrypt all by 
themselves as they have to obtain the shares of fp from the 
remaining parties. While obtaining the values, the 
algorithm suggested in this paper has taken care that, the 
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value of the share of fp of any party is not revealed to the 
others.  
 
During decoding initially, each user will need to compute  
za1 =  f1( e + r1) 
       =  f1( r*h + m +r1) 
       =  f1( r( p*fq* g) + m + r1) 
      =  f1( r* p *fq *g + m + r1) 

Similarly zb1 = f2(r * p * fq * g + m  + r2) 
These values, are exchanged by the two parties 
Hence A knows both za1 and zb1 
When A calculates za2 = f1* zb1 mod q  
                              = f1 * f2(r  * p * fq * g + m  + r2) mod q 
                              = f * (r  * p * fq * g + m  + r2) mod q    
                              = p * r * g + f (m  +  r2 ) mod q 
As the values of r, g, m and r2 are small compared to q [5] 
za2 = p * r * g +f( m + r2) 
za3= za2 mod p  
za4 = za3 * fp1 
       = za2 * fp1 mod p 
       = fp1 (p * r * g +f( m + r2)  mod p 
       = f * fp1 (m + r2) mod p  
Similarly zb4 = f * fp2 (m + r1) mod p 
These values of za4 and zb4 are exchanged. Hence A knows 
zb4. 
Message m is retrieved by the operation fp1* zb4 – r 1 
                                          = fp1 * f * fp2 ( m + r1) mod p –r1 
                                          = m + r1 –r1 
                                          = m. 

6.0 Conclusions 

This paper proposes algorithm for shared key generation, 
encryption, and decryption based on NTRU. The paper 
assumed that one party is communicating with two parties. 
However, this can be extended to n parties. 
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